One Defeated Sophomores
To Oppose Class of 1957
In Fifty-Third Field Day

Tonight the freshman and sophomore classes will battle for
athletic supremacy in the fifty-second annual Field Day contests
at different events, starting with a

As an exception of the legalized murder depicted above, the scene is
taken from a Field-Day Glove Fight of recent years and is generally repre-
sented as mayhem to be expected tomorrow.

Sophs, Frosh Pigskinners
Ready For Field Day Battle

A general air of optimism prevails as the Frosh grid team enters its final
practices for the traditional freshman-sophomore Field Day football game.
The entire coaching staff pride the spirit and the whole of the entire
team point out that the fresh have improved 100% since their opener two weeks
ago. The coaches lauded particularly the superior organization and training
of the Frosh. Although they were

The managing board is now con-
ing by a sudden downpour. The first
momentarily slowed, but did not en-

TCA Starts Drive
With Meeting Of Representatives

The Technology Christian Association
Announced today that the annual Drive
Fund Drive this Wednesday at 6:00
P.M. in the Great Central Hall, with various House Committees and repre-
seatives from the University, will
be held. The drive is to raise funds for
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CABOT GRANT ENABLES INSTITUTE TO REVIEW SOLAR ENERGY USES

By Fredric Gordon '56

A new research committee has re-
cently been formed at the Institute to
review the field of solar energy. Under
the chairmanship of Professor Roy C. Hettel of the Chemical Engi-
neering Department, and including Professor Hans Mueller of the Phys-
ical Chemistry Department and Dr. R. Shajovz of the Mechanical Engineer-
ning Department and Professor Walter H. Blackmar of the Chemistry
Department, this committee will investi-
gate now possible fields of activity in this
topic. Solar energy research is not new to the Institute, having been started
at the Institute by the grant of Dr. G. Cabot, of the Godfrey L. Cabot
Company, makers of carbon black. The program has varied during the
recent years, but has been directed in the last two years by

The M.I.T. Concert Band, under the direc-
tion of John Corley, opened its season on Sunday, October 24 with a
concert at Smith College. This was the first of the two that will take the band to a number of

Rain And Laxes Cause Flood
InTheTechoffice

The combined effects of heavy rain and autumn storms caused the house-
hold of Walker Memorial to be flooded.

Baker Committee Scores Chairman
For Mail Abuses

Gerald Perlott ‘56, Baker House chairman, was censured by the
Baker House Committee for inserting a number of false statements into small
pieces of all Baker House residents.

The exact wording of the motion as

Charles Mason '54, chairman of the
Committee, said in a tele-
phone interview with The Tech that
he informed the Baker House Commit-
(Continued on page 6)
TAXATION WITHOUT JUDICIOUSNESS

Wing pro-Field Day activities last year resulted in damages amounting to approximately $1210. Institute Committee fully realized that a tough issue has been created. The Institute indicated that it had no intentions of covering these damages. Last year's losses occurred in prolonging a decision on the matter and its procrastinations. The responsibility was shifted to the present Institute.

The fraternities accused the dormitories for the damages incurred, and the dorms were quick to absolve themselves of all guilt. Claiming that only fraternities have benefited from the damages, they blamed the dorms, who in turn reciprocated with accusations and charges of their own. Each group failed to realize, however, that this was clearly the responsibility of student government as a whole; that, barring the determination and apprehension of the few individuals specifically involved, student government and all these directly responsible for the very institution of Field Day and its activities should stand ready to cover the loss.

Unfortunately, Institute Committee interpreted this as just cause for a per capita assessment (which, for the members of the Classes of '55, '56, and '57, amounts to approximately 50 cents per person).

The logic followed was that it was essentially unfair to tax anyone other than the specific group of individuals doing the damage. It was felt that, in order to be equal, the Charges of '55 and '56 would have to financially support the damage, inasmuch as the damages could not actually be directly attributed to them. The argument was essentially boiled down to this: If we have to assess the damages could not actually be directly attributed to them. The problem then, essentially boiled down to this: What should be done is a question not only of financial responsibility, but also of the desirability of this over- sufficiency rather than a more profitable activities for the students then we must realize is that this problem is clearly one to be solved by the Committee had kept its head clear and unmuddled. What it failed to realize is that this problem is clearly one to be solved by the Committee itself. Such a resolution is not only financially responsible, but also of the desirability of this over-sufficiency and the desirability of this over-sufficiency.

OMISSION

What's buzzin', Cousin?

What's buzzin', Cousin?

The New England Tour is essentially a bus ride to Falmouth, Norway. The house of seven gables, the most famous New England landmark. This house was owned by the American College Council for Summer Study and the American College Council for Summer Study and the American College Council for Summer Study.

STUDENT EXCHANGE TICKET

This coupon may be exchanged for a ticket to any New Year's Eve dance and will be valid on any New Year's Eve dance. The ticket is good at any New Year's Eve dance and will be valid on any New Year's Eve dance.

The American Savoyards

The M.I.T. Savoyards, under the leadership of their President, Mr. Frank J. Sarno, will present their contribution to the New England Tour.

THEATRE

TICKETS

Prices: $3.00-$2.40-$1.80-$1.20
At 7:30, which include testi-

AMERICAN SAVOYARDS

GILBERT & SULLIVAN

ONE WEEK BEGINNING TUESDAY, NOV. 3, 1953

N. E. MUTUAL HALL, BOSTON

Tues.-Wed., MAR 20-APR. 4
Thurs. only-

FRIDAY-SATURDAY: PIRATES OF PENSANCE

Pirates of Penzance

The M.I.T. Savoyards

According to the information we have, the M.I.T. Savoyards are performing the musical 'Pirates of Penzance' at their venue. The show is scheduled to run for one week from Tuesday, November 3, 1953, to Monday, November 9, 1953.

What's buzzin', Cousin?

A sophomore at a midwestern college was bored by his classes. He read the Sunday paper and decided to get a job and do something for his own good. The next day he went to see the campus career center and was given a list of available jobs. He chose a position in the university's bookstore and began to work.

The student decided to work after school and during weekends. He found that he enjoyed the job and decided to continue working during the school year as well.

FIELD DAY MENTIONED-SATISFIED?

It has been the tradition of The Tech, in its issue preceding each annual Field Day, to editorialize on the relative, and highly controversial qualities, and questioned desirability of this over-sufficiency of Field Day. The issue this year will continue this tradition. The issue this year will continue this tradition.

The Tech will not even try to comment on the merits or demerits of Field Day. The issue this year will continue this tradition.

To the Tech, the issue this year will continue this tradition.

The Tech will not even try to comment on the merits or demerits of Field Day. The issue this year will continue this tradition.

The Tech will not even try to comment on the merits or demerits of Field Day. The issue this year will continue this tradition.
Roaming Senior Loses Battle With French Industrial System

By Benjamin Hayes '54

The French are known to possess the ability of producing speech in such a way as to be understood on a purely unconscious level, and I was informed that this was the basis of their reputation. The French are known to us as the most important country in the world. I was informed that the French were the only country in the world that could be of great assistance to us. I was informed that the French were the only country in the world that could be of great assistance to us.

The French are known to possess the ability of producing speech in such a way as to be understood on a purely unconscious level, and I was informed that this was the basis of their reputation. The French are known to be the most important country in the world. I was informed that the French were the only country in the world that could be of great assistance to us. I was informed that the French were the only country in the world that could be of great assistance to us.
Horizons... Unlimited

In March, 1953, the Department of Defense disclosed the existence of the Chance Vought guided missile, the Regulus, designed under the sponsorship of the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics for launching from submarines, surface ships and shore bases. In May, 1953, the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics announced that Chance Vought had won a design competition for a new Navy Day Fighter, it being selected as the design best suited for Navy requirements from designs submitted by eight aircraft manufacturers. This engineering work was added to the current Chance Vought projects, the F7U-3 Cutlass and the attack airplane, the A2U-1. Moreover, other research and development programs which will shape the aircraft designs of the future are being carried out at the present time.

These engineering projects offer excellent long range employment opportunities in many fields of engineering and science as Chance Vought enters its thirty-seventh year designing and building military aircraft. Newly graduated engineers and scientists from the Bachelor to the Doctor's level will find interesting futures awaiting them in the design and production of these aircraft.

If you are receiving a degree in:

Aeroneautical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Civil Engineering

...we invite you to discuss your career opportunities in the aviation industry with us. Contact your Placement Director today for an appointment for your interview with Mr. R. A. Howard, Chance Vought Aircraft Engineering Personnel Representative, who will visit your campus November 4.
The Tech

At the end of an article, it is interesting to note that freshmen have won numerals in 8 of the 12 years. In fact, the last time a Frosh had previous experience was in 1942. Currently the freshmen gloves are not a large factor in the battle occurred two years ago. No one other than the retiring type, withdrew to the sidelines. Time is the field of the freshmen gloves.

In the Glove Fight. A good example of this is to look at the year's schedule, which is showing the most detail of all the events. For one reason or another, no matter what one does, the Frosh have been very consistent, taking only 8 of the 49 defeats and 21 losses. In the last 12 years, currently the freshmen gloves have been a factor in the battle.

For some years, the freshmen gloves have been a factor in the battle. But Simple Idea. He dashed down the street with a dream, and a dream has a way of coming true. He may have had the right idea, but Simple Idea was not the one he was looking for.

TENNIS TOURNAMENT
All ten matches including the semi-finals must be played by November 20th or both parties will be defaulted.

The case of the Unapproachable Alumnus

Or... how do you get that gift horse to open its mouth?

Once was a Wally Alumnus who was also a suit buyer. He saw this dress shirt that he liked and he gave his wife his shirt to go and buy. She fell in love with it but was unable to purchase it. The next day she realized that this habit of always using "yes" to the Big Questions was costing her a Pretty Penny. So he became a Hard Man to Get. Letters, phone calls and personal visits were made, but he steadfastly refused to announce their names. The mentors have already determined at press time. Out of 11 points can be gained by winning both relays. The freshmen gloves have been little chance of accomplishing this.

Relieves an uncomfortable sensation. He may have had the right idea, but Simple Idea was not the one he was looking for.

J. Paul Sherry Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil
Because He Flaked The Finger-Nail Test

"Safest of all inns" said Sherry's. "You're your hair looks like something the cat dragged in. Forgive you better simply for using some Wildroot Cream-Oil. It sets your greasy, greasy hair. Keep your hair combed without greasiness. Removes loose dandruff. Leaves your hair soft, manageable, non-scalp-irritating. Columns Lucidus. Non-alkaline. 3 oz. Sherry turned to his druggist for Wildroot Cream-Oil, and now he's feline mighty fine. All the girls pass forx with every step. But so better for your bottoms and Wildroot Cream-Oil is the best. Scrub up 20 for a bottle or handy tub at any toilet goods counter. And ask for Wildroot Cream-Oil on your hair. Then you'll be the cat's whiskers!"

Field Day Crews Finish Training

The freshman baseball practice will begin Monday, November 2, in the Armory under the direction of Coach Rogers. All interested members of the class of 1957 are urged to enrol.

The Tech

WHOLESOME

The Bush Leger

A Freshman 

ATO Wins Replay Game; All-Star Game Proposed

After three perfect football weekends, old man weather reared his ugly head Sunday and prevented the intramural season from reaching the playoff stage. On Saturday, however, three teams managed to reach the finals in the loose weekend, with ATO and East Campus 2-0 in the replay of the postponed second half.

alphabetized contests, 2 being ties. Currently the freshmen gloves are not a factor in the battle.
How the stars got started

I've smoked Camels 20 years since I discovered CAMEL SMOKE FLAVOR AND WONDERFUL WHEATNESS.

I STARTED SMOOKING CAMEL S Long ago, I tasted, and THE GUESS WHO SMOKE S Camels, S nothing like Camels flavor!